where z, w are complex variables, and f(i), g(J) are logarithmicoexponential functions,** called for brevity L-functions. Sufficient conditions onf (i), g(j) will be given so that if X^au ' 1S summable (C, r -1) with the value s, then J(z, w) will be convergent for \z\ <1, \w\ <1, and \im^Z lW )^^,i) J(z, w) =s.
Notation.
We shall employ Moore's notation. Thus T(k +tn 2 -j) Z [ fzi T(k) • r(«n -» + i) r(*) • r(w 2 -j +1)
," x ,<*>
T(mi+k) T( mi +k) mim2 r(* + l)-r(f»i) T(k + 1)-T(m 2 )
If the quotient S^m 2 /A^m 2 approaches a limit s as mi, m 2 become infinite, we say that the series ^a^ is summable (C, k) with the value s. We shall also have occasion to employ the following notation:
A r o*iy(«, w) = É(-l)-i( ' W Sl ,yfe w).
The region within which |s| <1, |w| <1, will be denoted by E (z, w) , and the open region in the neighborhood of (1, 1) lying between two chords of the unit circle intersecting at +1, by E' (z,w) .
THEOREM. If^a^ is summable (C, r -1) with the value s, when r ^ 1 is an integer, and if 
where JBI is a constant, «=^= 1 ax, />=EM^» P^^-OA» ff-^Cj^i 0^» an d anv > or a " DUt one > °f a x or @<r may be zero. It will be noted that p*za, q^/3. By Lemma 2 we have 9^ (p,r) the sum ofalltermsof0^g ) (p,r) whose signs are unlike that of p
where <£== |0^' ?) (s, w)|. From (6) and (11) 
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This integrand is, except for a constant factor, the leading term of M"" 1^-1^" '^^ T). NOW T^f ) {p, r), being negative, cannot be the leading term of 0^; r) ; hence </>^' ^ is of lower order than </>^; r)
, and may be substituted for T^; r) . We now set up a new expression, like (16) Condition (Bi) is therefore satisfied. The argument for (B 2 ) is, of course, precisely similar. Proceeding to condition (C), we note that by condition (c) of the Theorem, for an assigned e >0 there exist io, Jo, such that for i>i Q , log i<ef(i), and for j>j 0 , log j<eg(j). By choosing e less than both | log p\/(r -1), and | log r\/{r -\) we have, for suchiand j, e(f-1 )ƒ(*)<ƒ(i) | log p\, e(r-l)g (j) <g(j)\\og r\ , and hence
Condition (C) is therefore satisfied. In condition (A), the bound K(z, w) depends upon z and w, for the constant Bio in (23) depends upon log p and log r. We now further define E'(z, w) as follows. For a given L, 0 <Z. < 1, let all values of (z, w) in E'{z, w) be such that | log p\ _g | log i|, | log T\ _â | log Z,|. If we now set B^ equal to the value of B i0 corresponding to p=r=L, we have, for all (z, w) in E'(z, w), The first part of this expression is the sum of (r + 1) terms, each a continuous function of z\ whence
